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“ M O T I VAT I O N C O M E S
FROM WORKING ON
T H I N G S W E C A R E A B O U T.
IT ALSO COMES FROM
WORKING WITH PEOPLE
W E C A R E A B O U T. ”
- SHERYL SANDBERG

CURATED
READS

The Serious Business of
Small Talk
by Carol Fleming
eBook only

Working Relationships

All rights reserved, San Francisco:
Berrett-Koehler Publishers, 2018.

With such a significant portion
of our time spent on our jobs,
what does this mean for the
relationships we forge with our
co-workers? Research shows
that when colleagues work well
together, everyone benefits—
job satisfaction and
productivity increases.

Despite its namesake,
small talk is not “small” at all;
it is in fact, the cornerstone of
every relationship, both
personal and professional.
Let Carol Fleming explain the
inner and outer workings of
social conversations, from
having the right attitude to
dressing yourselves.

From creating opportunities for
camaraderie at work, to building
a positive work culture, learn ways
to nurture better work relations
with the following resources.

Borrow the e-book here.

Making Relationships Work
at Work

The Business of Friendship

The Value of Teamwork
in the Workplace

by Richard Fox
eBook only

by Shasta Nelson
eBook only

Robert Half
Article

All rights reserved, LaVergne:
Practical Inspiration Publishing, 2020.

All rights reserved,
Harpercollins Leadership, 2020.

A handy book full of
practical strategies, Making
Relationships Work at Work
provides a comprehensive
coverage on how to build and
maintain great relationships at
the workplace.

Work is to adults as school
is to kids—where we spend
most of our time. The type of
interactions we make at work
affects the quality of our
professional and personal life.
This book unpacks how we can
maximise the two most
significant factors of our wellbeing—career and relationships.

Borrow the e-book here.

Borrow the e-book here.

Drawing parallels with team
sports such as baseball, this
article highlights the positive
impacts of teamwork at the
workplace. Going beyond
the saying “There is no ‘I’ in
team,” the author explains how
effective managers encourage
team harmony.
Read more here.

WATCH THIS!
How to Build Good
Relationships at Work |
Six Figure Mastermind

THE HIT LIST
Take a break from reality and indulge
in some fantastic fiction. A girl makes
a pact with the devil, trading her soul
for immortality, but is cursed to be
forgotten by everyone (The Invisible Life
of Addie LaRue). A library with books
that allow you to live the other lives
that you could have lived (The Midnight
Library ). A hauntingly beautiful Glass
Hotel in which two seemingly disparate
events—massive Ponzi scheme and the
mysterious disappearance of a woman
from a ship at sea—intersect (The
Glass Hotel ).
Borrow the e-books here.
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